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General Information
Q. HOW OFTEN SHOULD I CHECK MY CHILD’S GRADE STATUS IN A CLASS?

A. PowerSchool provides a wonderful resource for students and parents, as it allows easy
access to clear and timely grading information. Teachers will be updating grade
information on a regular basis (on average at least every two weeks).
Use PowerSchool to monitor your child’s progress in a way to look for unusual patterns/changes
in grades and performance. I t is important to realize that the final grade for a course is based
on a number of factors, often including class participation, homework completion, assessment
information, quizzes, projects and lab.
Q. WHAT IS AN “ASSIGNMENT” IN POWERSCHOOL?
A.

• An assignment is anything that based on teacher’s preference.
• A future date when the assignment will be due and/or recorded.
• A typical due date for an assignment is normally posted the Monday the assignment(s)
are due.
Note: The main purpose of the due date feature is to give you prior notice of when the
assignment will be due or a test given to your child. Assignments that do not require prior notice
(i.e. lab, pop quiz, etc.) will not appear until it is actually recorded in the grade book.
Q. WHY DOES THE SYSTEM FOR GRADING VARY FROM CLASS TO CLASS?

A. Please keep in mind that teachers have various methods of grading and the number of
assignments given varies based on the course content and individual teaching style.
For example, a math teacher may assign regular homework assignments and give a test
or quiz once a week. An art teacher might base the final grade on several large projects
and give written homework assignments(s). The science teacher incorporates lab work,
homework, and assessment data in order to calculate a final grade. As a result, there
may be a large amount of data available in PowerSchool for one of your child’s classes
but not for another.
Note: All teachers are required to adhere to Neuse Chart School’s grading policy.
Q. I HAVE ADDED UP THE TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS MY STUDENT HAS ACCUMULATED IN A
CLASS AND DIVIDED IT BY THE TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE AND COME UP WITH A DIFFERENT
GRADE THAT WHAT’S SHOWING IN POWERSCHOOL?

A. This difference is related to the weighting applied to each type of assignment. The
teacher established the weighting applied to each type of assignment. The Teacher
establishes the weighs at the beginning of the school and applies to all students within
the class. For example, tests and quizzes may carry a higher weight than homework.
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Q. WHAT IS THE PROPER PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW IF I HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING MY
CHILD’S GRADES IN A CLASS?

A. Contact your child’s teacher first. This will result in the quickest resolution to your questions.
Note: At a minimum you should check your child’s grades every two weeks.
Q. CAN OTHER PEOPLE SEE MY CHILD’S GRADES AND INFORMATION?

A. As long as you protect your password, others will not be able to see your child’s
information. For security purposes, each child/parent is issued a unique identification login and
password. Parents can then link the student together under one account.
Q. WHAT DO I DO IF I FORGET MY LOGIN INFORMATION OR I FEEL MY ACCOUNT HAS BEEN
COMPROMISED?

A. Click on the “Having trouble login in?” link on the Portal Login screen or contact your child’s
school office as soon as possible to make arrangement s to pick up the new login information at
the school office. Please bring photo identification.

Grading Information:
Q. DO ALL TEACHERS POST GRADE AND ATTENDANCE INFORMATION TO THE
POWERSCHOOL SERVER?

A. Yes. Grades are updated at least bi-weekly. Attendance is updated daily.
Q. HOW OFTEN CAN WE EXPECT GRADES TO BE UPDATED?

A. Grades are updated at least bi-weekly. In some instances there are many factors that
determine how soon a teacher can assess and return assignments. Essays and research
papers take longer to grade than a quiz. We urge students and parents to be patient as
teachers do their best to return assignments and post grades as promptly as their schedule
allows.
Q. WHY ARE THE GRADES CHANGING DRAMATICALLY IN THE BEGINNING OF A TERM?

A. When there are only one or two assignments in the grade book, a low or high score can
make a dramatic change in the overall grade average. The grade book instantly recalculates the
overall grade as every assignment is entered.

